SSPH+ Inter-university Graduate Campus (IGC)
Students Meeting 2021

15 June 2021, 10:00 – 12:00

Online Meeting with zoom (link will follow later)

Students Meeting:

10:00 – 10:05 Welcome (Thomas Abel, Chair Academic Board IGC)
10:05 – 10:20 SSPH+ Inter-university Graduate Campus: Report and news (Ann Walser, IGC Manager)
10:20 – 10:40 What’s cooking? Questions and inputs from IGC students
10:40-11:10 IGC students from University Lucerne present their home institution

Short Break (10 min.)

11:20 – 11:50 Emily Reeves, Project Manager SSPH+ @Expo:
  • SSPH+ in Dubai
  • We want your innovative ideas at the Expo

11:50-12:00 Summary and outlook

SSPH+ Faculty Meeting:

In addition to the Students Meeting, you have the opportunity to join the events of the SSPH+ Faculty Meeting on 15/16 June that are open to all. Have a look at the program of the online SSPH+ Faculty Meeting and join wherever you are interested with the zoom link of each session (program of Faculty Meeting and links will follow).